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“With just an average 
temperature rise of 5 
degrees, very little of 
what we see here now 
will make it in the 
Adirondacks. We will be 
in a climate this 
community has never 
known in its history.”

Jerry Jenkins
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preservationism conservationism

What are our ethical obligations to the natural world? 
Our moral imperatives concerning our environment?



For centuries, when it comes to ethical matters, 
philosophers have  done much the same thing:

They develop some concept 
of the good or right, 
expressed by some 
principle, and backed up by 
some ontology, metaphysics 
or theological system. 

Aristotle disputing  Plato in 
Raphael’s famous painting



As a result, there has been for centuries a fight over whether 
someone’s idea of the good is better than another’s. And this 
approach is no different in the area of environmental ethics.

That’s a fruitless fight. 

Good A is 
Better

Good B is 
Better

Good C is 
Better

Environmental pragmatism shifts the focus  from 
abstract ethical principles and ontologies to the 
imperative of solving practical problems.



Can philosophers contribute anything 
to an investigation of environmental 
problems? ….

We believe that the answer is yes….But the 
fruits of this philosophical enterprise must be 
directed towards the practical resolution of 
environmental problems….In short, 
environmental ethics must develop for itself a 
methodology of environmental 
pragmatism….(1996:1-2).

Andrew 
Light

Institute for 
Philosophy 
and Public 
Policy
George Mason 
University



The PRAGMATISTS  thought  about ethics a bit 
differently than the tradition.

Better to solve the problems that face the world 
than idolize some notion of the  good. 

The practice or community that is able to solve 
its problems is by that fact all the better for it.

Charles 
Peirce

William 
James

John 
Dewey

http://www.york.ac.uk/depts/maths/histstat/people/peirce.gif


William James

“Better chaos forever than an order 
based on any closet-philosopher’s 
rule, even though he were the most 
enlightened possible member of his 
tribe” (1891).

William James’s Talk to the Yale 
Philosophy Club in 1891



“…there is no such thing possible 
as an ethical philosophy 
dogmatically made up in advance. 
We all help to determine the 
content of ethical philosophy so far 
as we contribute to the race’s moral 
life” (1891).

William James



The quest of philosophers for a single 
essence to the good is an…

“…effort to substitute the 
content of their clean-shaven 
systems for that exuberant 
mass of goods with which all 
human nature is in travail, 
and groaning to bring to the 
light of day” (1891).

William James



To some, the abandonment of the 
traditional way of doing ethics, would leave 
us rudderless, and with no moral compass.

…But the Pragmatists 
also had a response to 
this as well…



We should take what is in front of us as 
guides—PROBLEMS--and make things 
better. 

“seeing a situation as a problem 
is a  function of a clash between 
what is and what should be. It’s 
a matter of setting things right” 
(1982). 

Problems can serve as normative 
guides, just as well, if not better than 
any concept of the good

Gene Agre



“We must cross the river by feeling for the stones.” 
(Mozhe shitou guo he (摸着石头过河),

The Chinese have a proverb:

Rather than a vague 
sense of the good, 
solutions to problems 
can act as the stones  
that get us across the 
river. 



“Philosophy recovers itself when it 
ceases to be a device for dealing with 
the problems of philosophers and 
becomes a method, cultivated by 
philosophers, for dealing with the 
problems of men” 

--”The Need for a Recovery of             
Philosophy” (1916) 

John Dewey



Sidney Hook 
Dewey’s student

“…immerse himself in the actual 
subject matters…out of which life’s 
problems arise.”  “To enumerate the 
ends of the good life is not enough.” 
The philosopher should have the  
“concern to meet the challenge of 
the great unresolved problems of 
our time….” (1959, pp. 8-9). 

the task of the philosopher is not to 
offer ready-made solutions on the 
basis of principles or pronouncements 
about value, but to….



John Dewey is a “hero”  for  
“…emphasizing that the function of 
ethics is not, in the first instance to 
arrive at “universal principles.” The 
primary aim of the ethicist, in Dewey’s 
view…should not be to produce a 
‘system,” but to contribute to the 
solution of practical problems….” 
(2004, p. 4).  

Hilary Putnam
from “Ethics 

Without 
Ontology”



The pragmatists were MELIORISTS.

 The purpose in solving a problem, and the 
criteria for what counted as a resolution was 
whether it led to an improvement.

 Rather than aiming at some concept of the good, 
the goal was to make IMPROVEMENTS.

 It’s easier to determine whether something is 
better than it was, than to determine whether it 
meets some vague criteria of the good.



 It is not a universal agreement or just a deliberate 
adoption of  beliefs, but something that results from 
systematic changes  in a network of legal, economic, 
political and social practices over time that makes 
certain actions more or less likely.

 It has become a HABIT of behaviors that people expect 
and anticipate.

 On the whole, as people live and experience the change, 
there is less and less desire by the community to return 
to the past. 

 Communities that are good at solving their problems will, 
perforce, tend to work better than those that do not. 

One important test of an improvement is a            
PRACTICAL CONSENSUS



Consider the following improvements that have 
achieved a practical consensus:

• Abolition of the practice of slavery
• Women suffrage
• Enforcement of basic civil rights
• Legal Abolition of separate but “equal” practices
• Clean water protections
• Clean air protections
• Preservation of national parks
• Preservation of designated wilderness
• Recycling
• Car emission controls
• Unleaded gasoline
• Smoking prohibitions in schools, restaurants, 

bars, and other public-accessible facilities
• Gay marriage



The goal of problem-solving is to attain 
this practical consensus, understood as a 
test for improvement.



If problems and their solutions are to 
serve as moral guides, several 
questions come to mind:

What makes something problematic?
What motivates us to solve problems?

How do we go about solving problems?



Most definitions characterize a 
problem as an obstacle to a goal.

G. Chadwick’s simple formula:
Problem= Goal +Impediment to the Goal

We are goal-directed animals.

What makes something problematic?



The FIRST STEP in solving a problem, then, is 
to identify  the goal or outcome that the problem 
is impeding. 

The SECOND STEP in solving a problem, is to 
identify and articulate the obstacles.



In some cases, like the problem of cancer, there 
is already a practical  consensus that  that 
obstacle is something that has  to be overcome.  

• There may be disagreement about 
means to remove the obstacle;

• It may be difficult to  do so;
• People may fail in doing what they 

should;

Paul Sabbatier calls this a 
UNITARY COALITION
“Advocacy Coalition Framework 
Theory”



In many cases, however, the problem is two-sided.

That which is serving as an 
obstacle in preventing  people 
from attaining a goal,  enables 
a different goal for others.

The problem is now framed antagonistically, as 
Blockers who want to hold on to what they have, and 
Strivers, who want something they don’t yet have.

Paul Sabbatier:
COLLABORATIVE Coalition
ADVERSERIAL Coalition



What is supporting one path is hindering another



A THIRD step in solving a problem—
depending on the perspective of blocker 
or striver-- is to identify the goals of the 
others and their supporters.



Primarily 
affected

indifferent

Secondarily 
affected

sympathetic 
to   blockers

Blockers

The Problem Pentagon

(Gain) (Loss)
Strivers

sympathetic 
to strivers

Thesis: To the degree that people are affected by 
problems, they tend to want to solve them.



COAL ISSUE

Strivers would like to reduce or eliminate the use of 
coal for energy purposes, with the outcome of 
reducing carbon emissions which, in turn, is likely to 
slow global warming.

Blockers would like to maintain use of coal, with 
the goal of retaining mining and related jobs.

There are 600 coal-fired power plants operating 
in the U.S., producing nearly 25% of nation’s 
electricity.



Effects of  Heavy Coal Use in China



Pittsburgh in the 1950s

Pittsburgh Today



McConnell Urges States to Help 
Thwart Obama’s ‘War on Coal’
--New York Times March 19, 2015

“Senator Mitch McConnell of Kentucky 
has begun an aggressive campaign to 
block President Obama’s climate 
change agenda in statehouses and 
courtrooms across the country….”

West Virginia Attorney 
General Patrick Morrisey

Currently challenging the Obama administration’s 
federal green house gas rules.



To solve a problem optimally and fruitfully, one  
strategy is to identify as many common goals 
between blockers and strivers as possible. 

The loss of jobs in Kentucky, West Virginia 
and other states is a real issue.

It is estimated by Sourcewatch to be 
approximately 174,000  blue-collar, full-time jobs 
related to coal in the U.S. , with 83,000 directly 
related to coal mining.

For example, Hilary Clinton’s Coal Policy statement 
attempts to address this issue of  reduction of coal 
use and jobs.



This point calls up “THE GREAT ESTRANGEMENT”

Frederic Rich
Getting to Green

The great divide 
between 
conservatives and 
liberals on 
environmental issues



“…shall we make peace with nature 
and begin to make reparations for 
the damage we have done to our air, 
to our land, and to our water?...It 
has become a common cause of all 
the people of this country….Clean 
air, clean water, open spaces—these 
should once again be the birthright 
of every American”

WHO SAID THIS?

Richard Nixon
1970

Environmentalism is  “a cause beyond 
party and beyond factions”



Starting in 1970s, a bi-partisan effort 
created a series of legislation, foundational 
to the environmental movement :

1969 National Environmental Policy Act of NEPA  
(passed unanimously)
1970 Clean Air Act (85% Republicans in favor)
1972 Clean Water Act (79% Republicans in favor)
1972 Marine Protection Act (70%)
1973 Endangered Species Act (83%)
1974 Safe Drinking Water Act (60%)
1975 Toxic Substances Control Act
1976 Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (81%)
1980 Superfund (78%)



PRIMARY AFFECT= those who endure the 
problematic situation, whether it’s something to gain or 
something to lose.

• As Dewey points out problems are felt and directly 
experienced;  

• They have a certain immediacy;
• They are experienced as disturbances; 
• They frustrate goals, cause suffering, anxiety, worry, and 

make people angry; 
• People are in pain, die, and endure great hardships because 

of serious problems; 
• They are viewed as unwanted or undesirable; 
• They occupy parents’ thoughts, engage citizens, and get the 

attention of community leaders.

Affect is a normative state



Normative Affect =  

MORAL EMOTION + 
MORAL INTENSITY + 
EMPIRICAL BELIEFS

Those who are secondarily affected are affected 
by those who are primarily affected. 

The purely rational basis of agency is outmoded.

“The notion that political beliefs are logically 
determined collapses like a pricked balloon”

--Walter Lippmann



Sympathy
Harm/ care

Fairness/
reciprocity

Liberty 
Bodily/ territorial
autonomy

In-Group
loyalty

Reverence/ 
purity/
disgust

Respect for 
authority/ 
duty

Moral Emotions

Jonathan  Haidt



A study by Matthew Feinberg and Robb Willer
Found that politically conservative people could be 
persuaded more to environmental issues if there were 
more appeals to moral emotions, such as group loyalty 
(patriotism), respect for authority, and  purity.

“The Moral Roots of Environmental Attitudes” 
Psychological Science 24 (1): 56-62(2013)

Matthew Feinberg
Stanford University

Robb Willer
Stanford University



the magnitude 
of the 
consequences

how likely those 
consequences 
will occur

how far into the 
future they are 
likely to occur

whether it is 
concentrated in 
a few or in 
many

the proximity of 
the problem to 
their own lives or 
community

whether there’s 
anything that 
can be done 
about it

Factors in Moral Intensity

Thomas Jones



Beliefs are factual or empirical claims that are 
thought to be true to some degree.

How people justify beliefs and assess evidence
K. Kitchener, P. King, P. Wood and M. Davidson (1989)

Because it is 
believed
It must be true 
“I just
Believe it”

Based on 
authority

Confirmation 
bias: evidence 
selected to fit 
beliefs; evidence 
ignored that 
does not

Comparison of 
strengths and 
weaknesses of 
opposing sides

Justified 
probabilistically on 
the basis of 
evidence using 
generalized criteria 
(scientific method)

Based on 
intuition



Moral Emotion

Moral Intensity

Beliefs



Because beliefs are filtered through affect, they 
are subject to differing kinds of processes that 
often distort or bias believers. 



COGNITIVE DISSONANCE = when highly—
invested beliefs are confronted with contrary 
evidence, believers will tend to  ignore or 
rationalize that evidence, and continue to select 
evidence  that confirms it. 

“A man with a conviction is a 
hard man to change. Tell him 
you disagree and he turns 
away. Show him facts or 
figures and he questions your 
sources. Appeal to logic and 
he fails to see your point”

Leon Festinger



PROSPECT THEORY = evolutionary 
adapted subconscious reasoning that, 
among things, tends to weight losses over 
gains.

Daniel Kahneman Slow and Fast Thinking

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/4/4e/Valuefun.jpg


Given these limitations, it may be difficult 
to convert believers, but it may be in 
some cases easier to find common goals.

Paul Labatier’s Advocacy Coalition 
Framework Theory suggests that  people 
from competing advocacy coalitions will 
be more receptive to “scientific learning” 
if they share some common goals.



The more general the goal, the more vague and, 
hence, more likely people will agree with it.

make the world a better 
place for our children and 
their children’s children. 

conserve natural 
resources for our 
children

make clean, economical, 
energy available for future 
generations.

Eliminate 
fossil fuels.
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PEBBLE MINE
• An Estimate of about $300 billion worth of recoverable ore
 57 billion lbs copper
 37 million 0z. Gold
 2.2 billion lb molybdenum
 170 million oz silver

• Would be Mined as an open pit, 2 miles wide and several 
thousand feet deep.

• About 10 billion tons of waste permanently stored in two 
artificial lakes behind embankment dams.  4.3 miles long 
and 740 ft. high.

• the salmon-rich Nushagak and Kvichak rivers (30-40 
million), which flow through the heart of the most 
productive sockeye watershed on earth—Bristol Bay

Rights Owned by 
Northern Dynasty; Rio 
Tinto  & Anglo-
American own shares



Nushagak and Kvichak Rivers

PEBBLE MINE

---Kvichak R.



Bingham Canyon Mine



Tailings ponds at former Faro  
mine will be covered with concrete 
and soil over the next 15 years to 
remediate over 64,000 hectares of 
contaminated soil and water, after 
company went bankrupt.

Copper mine 
tailings pond in 
Bisbee, Arizona



Similar to Bingham Canyon Mine, owned by 
Rio Tinto  near Salt Lake city



Trout Unlimited
Renewable Resources Coalition
Natural Resource Defense Council
American Rivers
Trustees of Alaska
Alaska Conservation Foundation

Alaska Independent Fishermen’s 
Marketing  Assn
Bristol Bay Regional Seafood 
Development Assn

Bristol Bay Native Assn
Nunamta Aulukestai

COMMON    
GOAL:
Healthy salmon 
Populations in 
Bristol Bay

Pro-development 
republican 
legislators

Sports & Lodge

Commercial interests

Alaska Native groups

Environmental groups





https://digital.lib.washington.edu/researchwor
ks/bitstream/handle/1773/26904/Veerhusen_
washington_0250O_13464.pdf?sequence=1

https://digital.lib.washington.edu/researchworks/bitstream/handle/1773/26904/Veerhusen_washington_0250O_13464.pdf?sequence=1


Paul Sabatier  “Advocacy Coalition Framework”

describes coordinated efforts of “like-minded 
individuals and groups who work together and 
in parallel, in both formal and informal ways, to 
pursue a common goal as a primary means for 
understanding interactions between competing 
public policy agendas,” 



The four principal member organizations are: Trout 
Unlimited (TU, sportfishermen), Bristol Bay 
Regional Seafood Development Association 
(BBRSDA, commercial fishermen), Bristol Bay 
Native Corporation (BBNC, native corporation), 
and Natural Resources Defense Council (NRDC, 
environmentalists). These four organizations 17 are 
oftentimes at odds with each other over 
environmental impacts of fishing, whether it is the 
recreational sector arguing with the commercial 
fishing industry on the number of salmon caught 
before they reach the rivers, or subsistence uses of 
the fishery resources versus commercial and 
recreational fishermen. The primary driver for 
these organizations to unite is the interest in 



(Riley and Yokum, 2010). “existing [Pebble 
Mine] plans could not be permitted because 
of impacts to salmon habitat, likely toxicity to 
aquatic life, and the likely need to treat in 
perpetuity seepage and runoff from mine-
related dredged and/or fill material,” (

The coalition principal members defined the 
desired policy outcome of a 404(c) 
determination under the Clean Water Act by 
the Environmental Protection Agency through 
the use of the Riley and Yokom (2011) report



Common goal: healthy fish populations 
in Bristol Bay

Convergence of scientific information

Precipitating events

Public agenda to formal agenda





Americans need more copper. 

• It is a vital building block in all electronics 
• devices that reduce consumption of fossil 

fuels. Hybrid cars contain nearly twice as 
much copper as conventional cars. 

• Wind turbines require tons of it. 
• So does the power grid, which is expanding 

rapidly to hook up wind farms, solar panels 
and geothermal plants.



DEFAULT DISHONESTY = people tend to 
rationalize dishonesty up to a certain threshold, 
a threshold that differs among individuals. 

Dan Ariely

The Honest Truth About Dishonesty



Just as Charles Peirce saw science built on 
a practice that was particularly good at 
self-correction, so Dewey saw democracy 
at its best, as a self-correcting process.

Communities that are good at solving their 
problems will, perforce, tend to work 
better than those that do not. 

Working practices and institutions have a 
tendency to persist or, at least, change 
adaptively to changing conditions. 

http://www.york.ac.uk/depts/maths/histstat/people/peirce.gif


Another feature of environmental pragmatism, 
is that we need to have a realistic, empirically-
based account of agency. How people are 
affected by and motivated by problems.

The purely rational basis of agency is outmoded.

“The notion that political beliefs are logically 
determined collapses like a pricked balloon”

--Walter
Lippmann



Advocacy Coalition Framework theory
Paul Sabatier and Hank Jenkins-

Smith
“posits a…model of the individual who is 
boundedly rational with limited abilities to 
process stimuli”

“to make sense of the world, this individual 
relies on a belief system to filter or distort 
stimuli in a way that removes direct 
challenges to their belief system and to accept 
stimuli that bolsters their belief system”

“also borrows from prospect theory the idea 
that actors remember losses more than gains, 

      

http://www.ucdenver.edu/academics/colleges
/SPA/FacultyStaff/Faculty/Documents/ACF_Enc
yclopedia_2008_Weible_Sabatier_Flowers.pdf

https://digital.lib.washington.edu/researchworks/bitstream/handle/1773/2690
4/Veerhusen_washington_0250O_13464.pdf?sequence=1

http://www.ucdenver.edu/academics/colleges/SPA/FacultyStaff/Faculty/Documents/ACF_Encyclopedia_2008_Weible_Sabatier_Flowers.pdf
https://digital.lib.washington.edu/researchworks/bitstream/handle/1773/26904/Veerhusen_washington_0250O_13464.pdf?sequence=1


Rick Halford, pro-development, 
former state Republican 
senator. l as an example of 
someone affected by an 
environmental problem

Ted Stevens, pro-development, 
former Republican U.S. Senator



Barry Goldwater was both a 
member of the Sierra Club and 
Republicans for Environmental 
Protection
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